SOME SAY THAT QUANTUM CITY BELONGS IN ANOTHER UNIVERSE.

OTHERS SAY IT MIGHT BE A BIT QUIRKY BUT NOT AT ALL THAT EXTRAORDINARY.

I'VE GOT CRAZY PRICES! ON CRAZY PHONES! COME ON DOWN TO CRAZY BOB'S TODAY FOR A CRAZY DEAL!
Bob is busy with his latest shipment of refurbished phones.

Inside dialing in electronics R&D...

We have a situation.

One of the prototypes has been misplaced.

Of course, to the uninitiated, it looks no more special than any of our mobile phones.

And as you know, the quantum effect generator requires an enormous amount of energy to activate.

But if this technology were to get into the wrong hands...

Ooh, this looks like a new style case!

I can probably get some extra dough for this blinged-out phone.

Get it back!
Hey Joe, I saw your ad! I need a smartphone, nothing fancy...

Oooo! What is that?

Oh, that's a limited edition phone from Dialed in. A little fancier than what you want—

I'll take it!

Deep inside Dialed in Electronics Secret Labs...

Any luck getting a lock on the lost prototype?

Nothing...

Searching...

We have received an alert for severe lightning activity approaching Quantum City. Stay tuned for updates...

Searching...

Well, I'm sure it's sitting in a landfill by now anyway.